PLANNING GRID – YEAR 1 – Summer Term 1

Literacy
- Fiction
As writers, we will be publishing...
Rainbow fish – setting the
NonFiction
scene and
words. using
 Finding
factsdescribing
about sea creatures
nonfiction
books
 Identifying and describing main
characters in stories.
 Role play to explore
Fiction the feelings of
fictionalthe
characters.
 Exploring
story of Rainbow Fish.
Describing a setting using our senses
including adjectives.
Nonfiction
 Identifying and describing the main
 Using the internet and
character in a story.
books
to find
out
 information
Planning and writing
a pirate
story.

As scientists, we will be...
 Learning about some of the plants
that grow in the sea.
 Identifying a number of different sea
creatures.
 Looking at food chains and creating
our own.



Under the Sea!

more about plants and animals
that live in the sea.

As artists, we will be creating...





Art using water including bubble
prints and ink.
Prints of sea creatures using sponges.
Creating a rainbow fish using celery
sticks!
Designing and creating our own jelly
fish using materials.

As athletes, we will be…
 Practicing balls skills – catching,
throwing, passing, dribbling.
 Taking part in team games.
 Learning correct techniques for
carrying and handling rugby balls.
 Learning basic rules of football
to take part in a game.

As Mathematicians, we will be learning to…
 Identify how many 10s and 1s are in a number
using dienes to help.
 Add and subtract 1 and 2 digit numbers using
number lines and number squares to help.

 Solve problems counting in 2s, 5s and 10s.

Measure
 Recognise the value of coins and notes and solve
one step problems with money.
 Identify halves and quarters of objects and
amounts and to use this language to solve
practical problems.
 Tell the time to o’clock and half past.

As geographers and historians we will be
finding out about...

As information technicians, we will be...
 Labelling a fish using Microsoft Word.
 Creating an animation of an
underwater creature using the
program 2Animate.

 Beach holidays now and in the past.
- Using photos to find information.
- Looking at similarities and differences in
clothes, forms of transport and
entertainment.
 Using a pirate map to find treasure
around the school!
 Creating flags from around the world
for pirate ships or sandcastles when we
visit the beach for beach school!

As musicians, we will be...
 Singing and using instruments to
perform under the sea songs including
our own actions.

This half term we will also be
starting beach school!

